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PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION

REFRIGERATED WOODEN DISPLAY TROLLEY with DOME in PLEXIGLASS, capacity 2 GASTRO-NORM BASINS 1/1, temperature + 4 °
/ + 10 ° C: 

solid wood legs externally coated in AISI 304 stainless steel sheet; 
plywood panels; 
stainless steel AISI 304 tank, 19 cm h, for GN pans up to 15 h cm ; 
capacity 2 Gastro-Norm 1/1 bowls ( excluded ); 
hole in the bottom of the tank for condensate drain ( with tap on request, mandatory for fish ); 
semi-cylindrical plexiglass dome with 2-sided opening ; 
 control panel with digital thermostat-thermometer and ignition switch with warning light ; 
 operating temperature: + 4 ° / + 10 ° C ; 
static refrigeration; 
 4 swivel wheels with 125 mm diameter, 2 of which with brakes ; 
available in different colors: ROVERE, WENGE ', MATT LACQUERED in RAL COLORS.

Environmental operating conditions:
Ambient temperature Max 26 ° C
Relative humidity 60%

Option / Accessories: 
 Drain tap Tub lighting

CE marking 
Made in Italy

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
motor power capacity (Kw) 0,32

breadth (mm) 800



Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 3 to 6 days

Delivery from 3 to 6 days

depth (mm) 680
height (mm) 1200

AVAILABLE MODELS

MC-6930/2R

Refrigerated display trolleys
Refrigerated display trolley in OAK color wood, with
plexiglass dome, capacity 2 Gastro-Norm 1/1 containers
(excluded), temp. + 4 ° / + 10 ° C, static refrigeration,
V.230 / 1, Kw.0, 32, dim.mm.800x680x1200h

MC-6930/2W

Refrigerated display trolleys
WENGE 'colored wooden refrigerated display trolley, with
plexiglass dome, capacity 2 Gastro-Norm 1/1 containers
(excluded), temp. + 4 ° / + 10 ° C, static refrigeration,
V.230 / 1, Kw.0 , 32, dim.mm.800x680x1200h

MC-6930/2RAL

Refrigerated display trolleys
Refrigerated display trolley in matt lacquered wood in RAL
colors, with plexiglass dome, capacity 2 Gastro-Norm 1/1
containers (excluded), temp. + 4 ° / + 10 ° C, static
refrigeration, V.230 / 1, Kw .0,32,
dim.mm.800x680x1200h

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

MC-A156 Refrigerated display cabinets
Exhaust Faucet

MC-LED Refrigerated display cabinets
Bathtub lighting
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